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This deck will cover:

● What is Wikipedia?

● How does editing work?

● Create an account



BASICS:

WHAT IS WIKIPEDIA?



In a nutshell:

Wikipedia is an encyclopaedia.
A summary of knowledge
A tertiary source (a starting point for research)

Wikipedia is open source.
All the content is free!
Anyone can use, edit, and distribute



We treat each other with respect and civility.
We all care about accessible, quality information
Listen well, and do be kind and helpful

We write from a neutral point of view.
Make the content verifiable
Use good sources (see: “Improve Old Stuff” deck)

And this means that:

There are no firm rules!
Rules can help us all, but they’re not writ in stone
Use good judgment and help Wikipedia grow



Here’s a quick tour of how that works.



Wikipedia is a great idea put into practice!

Knowledge here is free, open, and easily accessible.



Wikipedia is a collaborative community!

Discuss edits and exchange opinions.



Wikipedia is a web of knowledge!

Link together what we know.



Wikipedia is a massive archive of every edit ever made!

You can compare versions and undo mistakes.



Don’t Worry. You Can’t Break It.

Accidentally blew the entire page?
No problem, undo the problematic edit.

Wikipedia is a robust ecosystem!

You can help it grow. Be thoughtful, be bold.



BASICS:

HOW DOES EDITING WORK?



Click

Two types of editors:



[[ ]] Source Editor



Hit to switch editor

Source Editor

Edit using Wikicode/Wikitext



Visual Editor



Visual Editor

“What you see is what you get”



Visual Editor

Editing features

It’s not too different from MS Word or email.



Click when you’re done
Communicate your edits!



BASICS:

CREATE AN ACCOUNT



Your edits are recorded under a consistent username, not your IP address ✓

You build trust by building edit history (Wikipedia is a community of users just like you!) ✓ 

You get to vote on Wikipedia and gain access to nifty spaces ✓

It gives you a platform for communication ✓

Why create an account?
Technically, you can edit without an account. But it’s a good idea to use one because:

EXERCISE 1: Create account!



Click



Here’s a quick tour of your account!



User Page

Use it to share a bit about yourself



② Hit either to get started!

① Click



General intro, any subject matter expertise, past/current work on Wiki, etc.

EXERCISE 2: Type up a short intro!



Talk Page

Your space for communication



You’ll be notified if you receive a message



Discuss edits, ask questions, give recognition



Sandbox

Use it to experiment however you’d like!



This is your scratchpad!



Keeps track of your edits

Contributions



This is your edit history.



Learn more about UTL’s Wiki Project:

bit.ly/UTLwiki

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:GLAM/University_of_Toronto_Libraries


Created by:

Alex Jung
Wikipedian-in-Residence 2018-2019

For inquiries, please contact:

Jesse Carliner (jesse.carliner@utoronto.ca)
Communications Librarian
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Three great ways to get started:

● Link to existing pages

● Cite reliable sources

● Add an image



GO TO THE EDITOR



IMPROVE OLD STUFF:

LINK TO EXISTING PAGES



Knowledge is interconnected.

By linking pages, you help people expand 

their research through other relevant pages.



LINK TO OTHER WIKI PAGES

Wikicode:

[[Pulitzer Prize for Poetry]]

Web of Knowledge



IMPROVE OLD STUFF:

CITE RELIABLE SOURCES



Encyclopedic content should be verifiable.

By adding content based on good sources, 

you make Wikipedia more reliable.

You also help people take their research 

beyond Wikipedia to quality sources.



GOOD SOURCES

Accessible, neutral, up-to-date secondary sources

● news reports
● non-commercial research and publications
● open-access scholarship

Self-evident primary sources

*Opinions, if included, should be attributed in-text 
(“U.S. Republican candidate [...] stated that [...]”)

BAD SOURCES

Social media
Original research
Dense and difficult scholarship
Articles behind paywalls



CITE RELIABLE SOURCE

Verifiability No Original Research

CITE AUTOMATICALLY



CITE RELIABLE SOURCE

Verifiability No Original Research

CHOOSE FROM OPTIONS



CITE RELIABLE SOURCE

Verifiability No Original Research

...OR RE-USE!



IMPROVE OLD STUFF:

ADD AN IMAGE



Images can add important context 

and help the reader digest textual content



GO TO MEDIA SETTINGS



TRY SEARCHING FOR AN EXISTING IMAGE 



THESE IMAGES PULL FROM WIKIMEDIA COMMONS



Wikipedia can “pull” any existing 
image from Wikimedia Commons.

● Online repository of free-use 
images, sounds, and other 
media files

● Project of the Wikimedia 
Foundation (like Wikipedia!)



CLICK IF YOU FIND A SUITABLE EXISTING IMAGE



Check for free and open license



You can upload (generally only small images):

● fair dealing (Canada) or fair use (U.S.) work

● work released by author only for non-commercial/education use

● work released by author only for Wikipedia (not Wikimedia)

Can’t find a suitable existing image?

You can upload:

● work in the public domain

● your own work

● your photographs of old (100+ years) art, statues, or buildings

Upload Wizard

Upload Wizard

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:UploadWizard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Upload




Images that don’t meet these requirements 

can’t stay on Wikipedia (they will get deleted!)



How to upload to



GO TO MEDIA SETTINGS





OR GO TO WIKIMEDIA



How to upload to



Use if you’re a new editor

Use if you’ve been approved* 
for image uploads

*Wikipedia auto-approves an account once it is 4+ days old with 10+ edits



Once uploaded, add non-free use rationale 



Add here (Description)

EDIT UPLOADED IMAGE

We do this to explain why this image 
meets the upload criteria for 
Wikipedia (to avoid copyright issues!)



You can use this template: “Non-free use rationale”



Or this one: “Non-free use rationale 2”



Learn more about UTL’s Wiki Project:

bit.ly/UTLwiki

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:GLAM/University_of_Toronto_Libraries


Created by:

Alex Jung
Wikipedian-in-Residence 2018-2019

For inquiries, please contact:

Jesse Carliner (jesse.carliner@utoronto.ca)
Communications Librarian
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WRITE NEW STUFF:

THE PERFECT ARTICLE



WRITE NEW STUFF:

THE PERFECT ARTICLE

Jk. There isn’t an endpoint. Don’t worry about perfection.



Make the writing clear and easy to read

BUT HERE ARE SOME TIPS!

Imagine that you’re writing a profile for your high school self:

Make sure the subject is notable = a bunch of people have written on the 

topic/subject, and it seems important.

Write so that the article is self-contained
= don’t expect background knowledge!

Make it easy for newbies to understand 

without going through lots of other pages



Remember!

Wikipedia is an encyclopaedia.
A summary of knowledge
A tertiary source (a starting point for research)

We write from a neutral point of view.
Make the content verifiable
Use good sources (see next slide)



GOOD SOURCES

Accessible, neutral, up-to-date secondary sources

● news reports
● non-commercial research and publications
● open-access scholarship

Self-evident primary sources

*Opinions, if included, should be attributed in-text 
(“U.S. Republican candidate [...] stated that [...]”)

BAD SOURCES

Social media
Original research
Dense and difficult scholarship
Articles behind paywalls



WRITE NEW STUFF:

HOW SHOULD IT LOOK?



INFOBOX

LEAD

BODY



Added as Template
INFOBOX

Examples:
Infobox scientist
Infobox film
Infobox park
Infobox building
Infobox military operation
Infobox Doctor Who episode
...

Think of this as a mini-profile of subject



BODY

Formatted with appropriate (sub-)headings



LEAD

Summary of content in BODY



WRITE NEW STUFF:

ARTICLE WIZARD



Search

Article Wizard makes it easy to create a new article



Click through until you get to this page

Click to proceed



Search: Infobox [type]

Examples:
Infobox film
Infobox park
Infobox building
Infobox military operation
Infobox sports team
...

Add & Fill Fields

Step 1: Add Infobox



Where to start for research?

Search news (e.g. Google News):
● coverage on notable work and 

recognition

If available:
● biographies and obituaries
● comprehensive historical accounts

Step 2: Add Lead + Body



+ References: Insert [Paragraph - Heading] and leave blank below

Step 2: Add Lead + Body



Step 3: Publish + Edit Summary



Does it look ready?
Now, submit for review...



Type: {{subst:submit}}

BACK TO THE EDITOR

HIT TO PUBLISH



All Done — Article Submitted!



Learn more about UTL’s Wiki Project:

bit.ly/UTLwiki

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:GLAM/University_of_Toronto_Libraries


Created by:

Alex Jung
Wikipedian-in-Residence 2018-2019

For inquiries, please contact:

Jesse Carliner (jesse.carliner@utoronto.ca)
Communications Librarian


